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Editor’s Note
A

s the current issue of LAVA goes to print, we are waiting
for two dozen super humans to arrive in Singapore. With
abilities that would disqualify them from some Olympic
events and a computer-like means to store information, the
F1 drivers taking part in the city-state’s annual night race are
exceptional individuals, and the focus of our story on visual
technology.
From the thrill of the F1 we turn to a much quieter subject
these days – the fading allure of the shopping mall. As retailers
abandon the malls for the Internet, some landlords are looking
to rescue their industry with apps, maps and other digital
lifejackets. Our story on InfoComs and malls suggests they may
be around a little bit longer.
And they can look to amusement parks for inspiration. Attractions
like Disney and Universal Studios are busier than ever, drawing
massive crowds with the very latest developments in audio and
visual technology. Our feature on theme parks shows what they
are doing right.
Finally, we discuss an industry that always seemed to have it
wrong. Teleconferencing has been the next big thing since Mika
Hakkinen was winning F1 races in the late 1990s. Now it might
really be happening as tech giants like Facebook, Apple and
Google enter the fray.
These stories and many more featuring the latest products and
greatest shows are to be found in the current issue. Thank you
once again for joining us on our journey through the fascinating
world of light, sound, staging and InfoComs.
Craig Brett
Editor
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News · PEOPLE

DPA names new product manager

D

PA Microphones, the leading Danish manufacturer of highquality condenser microphone solutions for professional
applications, has appointed René Mørch as the company’s new
Product Manager. Mørch previously worked for DPA Microphones
from 2006 until 2009 as the Research & Development Manager.
As Product Manager, Mørch will act as the bridge between the
Sales, Marketing and Research & Development departments. He
will gather information from the market through internal and external
sources, and will be a part of the team that decides short- and
long-term product strategy.
“I am so happy to be back working for DPA Microphones,” says
Mørch. “My position links the commercial and technical part of the
company, which is exactly where I love to work.”

Weltenbauer.Award accepting submissions for stage
technology

D

eutsche Theatertechnische Gesellschaft (DTHG)
launched the Weltenbauer.Award to honour excellence
in technology that has helped artists realise their concepts
on stage. The next instalment of this award on June, 20
2017, at Stage|Set|Scenery - the leading international
trade show and conference for theatre, film and event
technology - is now receiving applications from industry
professionals.
In order to take part in the Weltenbauer.Award any theatre,
musical, show, television or event production that has
implemented or developed stage technology solutions
must submit an online application no later than Feb 28,

2017. A stage technology solution will be judged on its
originality, effect and innovation. It must involve a live
production in 2016 or 2017.
The awards will be presented at Stage|Set|Scenery, which
gathers the theatre technology industry as well as theatre
planners and technical specialists from the art world every
two years. The trade show will take place from June 20 to
22, 2017, at the Berlin Exhibition Grounds.
For
more
details
on
the
and to obtain the application
www.wir-sind-weltenbauer.de.

Weltenbauer.Award
form please visit

French loudspeaker company APG adds engineers

A

PG, the French manufacturer
of
high
end
professional
loudspeakers and inventor of the
modular line array, has hired two
new engineers to reinforce its core
business.
The company’s R&D department
welcomes
Charlotte
Gegout.
Charlotte brings ten years of
experience as a sound technician in
the entertainment industry, before
she completed her degree at the
prominent Conservatoire National des
Arts et Métiers (CNAM) and graduated
as an acoustical engineer. The CNAM
has been training some of the best
French engineers since 1925. Since
joining APG in June, Charlotte has
taken on a research project on the
development of new technologies in
acoustic loads.
APG’s sales department has also
expanded with the addition of
Maxence Castelain, the company’s
new client support engineer. Maxence
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graduated as an engineer in 2015, and has already spent a year at APG in the
R&D department to work on the development of the critically acclaimed new
Uniline Compact range before her position was made permanent.

PEOPLE

· News

QSC appoints new sales director

Q

SC has named Bart Wood as the New Director of Sales,
Central Region for the Systems Business Unit. Bart will work
closely with channel partners to further develop and manage the
central United States.
“QSC has built a world-class Systems sales team, and Bart Wood
is an ideal expansion to this group,” says Frank West, Sr. Director
of Systems Sales, Americas. “He comes to us with over 16 years
of experience in the AV industry, most which he spent working in
our target markets.”
Bart arrives at QSC from SVSI, a Harman company, where he was
the director of sales, strategic accounts for the last three years.

Uli Behringer wins audio industry award at PALM Mumbai

U

li Behringer, founder of BEHRINGER and head of MUSIC, was recently
honoured as recipient of the “2016 Global Audio Industry Leader Award” at
the annual PALM Sound & Light Awards show in Mumbai, India.
He was recognised for “his visionary leadership and contribution to the
professional audio industry by way of breakthrough technologies and products
that have significantly contributed to the growth of the global pro-audio
industry.”
Uli Behringer founded BEHRINGER in 1989. The brand is part of the umbrella
organisation called MUSIC, which hosts MIDAS, KLARK TEKNIK, LAB
GRUPPEN, LAKE, TANNOY, TURBOSOUND, TC ELECTRONIC, TC HELICON,
BEHRINGER and BUGERA.
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News Upcoming
· SHOWS
SHOWS
PROLIGHT + SOUND GUANGZHOU 2017 TO
BUILD ON RAPID GROWTH

Since opening in 2003, Prolight + Sound Guangzhou
has transformed from a regional gathering of audio and
lighting professionals into a leading international event
that attracts the best and brightest from around the
world, including 1,231 exhibitors and 68,441 visitors
earlier this year.
The show, which teamed up with Messe Frankfurt and
the Guangdong International Science and Technology
Exhibition Co. four years ago – will next take place on
February 22 – 25, 2017 across 13 halls (130,000 sqm)
and the entire outdoor space in Area A of the China
Import & Export Fair Complex in Guangzhou.
“Over the past 14 years, the show has continued to
evolve and it’s now seen as a global stage to link Chinese
and international markets with diverse products, cuttingedge technologies and market intelligence,” said Judy
Cheung, Deputy General Manager of Messe Frankfurt
(Shanghai) Co Ltd.
Prolight + Sound Guangzhou 2017 will continue to
focus on quality and the global market with a special
showcase for key international audio brands, which have
seen their presence expand from one hall in 2013 to four
halls in 2016 and 2017. Other features include dedicated
halls for Pro Audio, Lighting, Karaoke Television, Enping
Microphone and product zones for conference and
public address systems.
Strong collaborations with industry trade associations
is important and this year the show has partnered with
The German Entertainment Technology Association
(VPLT), ANAFIMA (National Association of Musical
Instruments and Audio Manufacturers, Brazil), Japan
Electronics Show Association, Taiwan Association of
Theatre Technology and Thai Hotels Association to carry
out extensive marketing campaigns, buyer invitations
and delegation organisation in their respective regions.
Industry professionals will also be invited to host

SHOW

Reviews

PALM EXPO MUMBAI DRAWS RECORD CROWDS

The 16 th edition of the PALM expo at the Bombay Exhibition
Centre in Mumbai on May 26-28 was the biggest to date
with 22,366 visitors arriving to see the latest products and
innovation in the entertainment event and music production
industries.
The 20% spike in arrivals included visitors from throughout
India and countries like the US, UK, UAE, Australia, Sri
Lanka, Singapore, Japan, Germany, Netherlands, Thailand,
Qatar and Oman.
India’s only trade show for pro audio, stage sound & light, AV
install and music production attracted 183 direct exhibitors
who included top manufacturers, brands, distributors and
dealers. The international brands present at the show
included Adam Hall Asia, P Audio and Nicolaudie.
The next edition of PALM expo, Mumbai will be held from
June 1-3, 2017.
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concurrent forums at the show, and to bring first-hand
market trends and technology updates to the industry.
Located amid a cluster of pro audio and lighting
manufacturers, Prolight + Sound Guangzhou is a
gateway to the massive and growing Chinese market.
As the biggest audio and lighting manufacturing base in
China, Guangzhou’s 2,000 factories supply 70 percent
of the country’s total industry exports. Guangzhou also
boasted the quickest economic growth of all Chinese
cities in the first quarter of 2016.

SHOW

SHOWS

Reviews

· News

BROADCASTASIA 2016 SHOWCASES LATEST TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

The world is going to change more
in the next 20 years than it has in
the last 300. That was the message
from futurist Gerd Leonhard to
professionals in the information and
communications industry who met in
Singapore recently for one of their
most important annual gatherings.
Visitors to the amalgamation of
CommunicAsia2016, EnterpriseIT2016
and BroadcastAsia2016 mingled with
government members, economists
and thought leaders to discuss
digital technology, big data and other
ground-breaking developments.
“We saw numerous products and
solutions launched at our event,”
said Lindy Wee, Chief Executive of
event organiser, Singapore Exhibition
Services. “These innovative solutions
ranged from data analytic tools and
devices to smart systems, robotics,
virtual reality and more.”
Among the insights shared at the
event was the finding in the Ericsson
Mobility Report that 5G subscription
uptake is faster than 4G, with a
forecast for global 5G subscriptions
to hit 150 million by the end of 2021.
Exhibitors at both CommunicAsia
and BroadcastAsia also showcased
world firsts including Panasonic
Toughbook CF-20, the world’s first
full-rugged detachable notebook,
the first VR ready Dell precision
workstations
for
enhanced
experiences,
MobiQuest’s
air
quality monitoring platform, iSense

Air, Imagine Communications’ Ultra High Definition production tools
and operational management platform and Ideal Systems’ new revenuegenerating systems for the broadcasting industry.
“The world of VR is quickly growing beyond media and entertainment,
supported by the advancement of technology that allows for optimal VR
experience, whether consuming or creating VR content,” said Harveenpal
Singh, Business Development Lead, Precision Workstation, Client Solutions,
Dell APJ.
Michael Tan, Founder and CEO of Zap Delivery said, “Zap Delivery participated
in this year's CommunicAsia to showcase our new e-commerce delivery
platform. The main objective is to increase awareness and solicit leads and
partnership opportunities. Through the media attention and various tech
tours, we were able to secure a few partnership opportunities in markets
that we previously had no reach to. The exposure and returns were good,
we will definitely be back next year.”

oct-dec 2016
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News SHOW
· SHOWS
Reviews

Repeat exhibitor Rakesh Sabharwal, Founder, MobiQuest
Solutions, said: “MobiQuest has been participating in
CommunicAsia for the past six years and exhibiting at
CommunicAsia has been a complete pleasure. Every
year we look forward to launch our new products and
services at CommunicAsia as it provides us the best
platform with right audience and superlative coverage.
The event has opened doors for us to international
business opportunities apart from increasing visibility of
our products and services.”
Vancouver-based Innovative Time Solutions Inc.
exhibited their time-management software Calemazoo,
a patent-pending solution that allows users to see who
and what is available and simultaneously share their
availability with others on their terms.
Dubbed timetech, ITS says Calemazoo will revolutionize
the way we manage our time whether at work, school,
home or socially.
Exhibitor ENCO revealed its first complete media
automation system for video and audio media, or Media
Operations Manager (MOM). MOM is an automated
playout system that brings automatic ingest, media
asset management, graphics, and playout automation
together into one platform. Leveraging the powerful
engine, configurable front-end layout and ease of
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use of ENCO’s award-winning DAD radio automation,
MOM allows a single operator to ingest, schedule, edit
and playout media from the same system, unifying all
media workflow operations within one workstation. This
includes ENCO’s fourth-generation OnAir user interface
to manage log changes, and enable manual playback
and live insertion control as needed.
Astec Solutions, the vendors of iBroadcast Network
Management System, exhibited at Broadcast Asia
2016 with Asian-Pacific Systems Integrator Ideal
Solutions to demonstrate how iBroadcast can reduce
operator workload and OPEX. Visitors already familiar
with iBroadcast were introduced to new and improved
features, including an extensive refresh to the user
interface, automated decision support, advanced
workflow and powerful analytics.
Elemental Technologies, a leader in software-defined
video solutions, announced a technology platform for
a rush of new 4K Ultra HD (UHD) over-the-top (OTT)
and direct-to-home (DTH) services in South Korea.
Market leaders telco KT and SK Broadband have both
launched UHD services using Elemental high-efficiency
video coding (HEVC) software. Asia represents one of
the world’s fastest growing UHD markets, with Korea
reported as the largest UHD TV market in the region by
research firm GFK.

BUSINESS

· News

Cinegy partners with BTL in Hong Kong

C

inegy, which develops and produces software
technology for digital video processing, asset
management, video compression, animation and effects,
has announced a new partnership with Broadcast
Technology Limited (BTL), a broadcast systems integration
service provider and equipment distributor company based
in Hong Kong.
“The quality and scalability of Cinegy’s software platform
and IP-based software technologies complement not only
our existing technology portfolio, but the modern and future

requirements of what broadcasters and playout facilities
are asking us for daily,” said BTL Sales and Marketing
Manager Herman Hui. “Having Cinegy on board will enable
us to help our clients grow their businesses as they wish,
and to provide even better, and more efficient, solutions.”

Community partners with Atempo in Turkey

C

ommunity Professional Loudspeakers has appointed Atempo as its
distributor for Turkey. Atempo has been established for over 30 years and
is one of the leading distributors of professional audio and lighting in Turkey,
with a portfolio of brands that includes Shure, DiGiCo, Robe and ETC.
Volkan Konuralp, Atempo’s Istanbul Regional Director, commented, “We have
always known the great brand reputation and product reliability of Community
products, especially for outdoor applications such as sports facilities which is
a large market in Turkey. The horn-loaded, IP rated systems will also help us to
develop a strong presence in the expanding mosque market in Turkey and we
are excited about our new distribution agreement with Community.”
Community’s EMEA Sales Manager, Jamie Ward, added, “Atempo provides
a very strong network for Community across Turkey. With three strategically
located offices, and an experienced team of 150 staff supporting dealers and
projects of all sizes, they offer a full value added service across the country.”

SSL partners with Danmon in Norway

D

anmon Group Norway AS has taken on distribution of
all Solid State Logic broadcast products in Norway,
including Network I/O, the C Series consoles, and the
new System T. Sales Manager Ketil Morstøl sees the move
as a logical step for the Norwegian business, which has
grown to become one of the country's leading suppliers
in broadcast, television, film, and commercial production.
"We have been very focused on radio broadcast for many
years but have seen increasing demand for high end audio
consoles in the TV broadcast market. We evaluated all of
the brands, and took into account the experiences of our
customers and our colleagues. SSL stood out clearly as the
company with the best reputation, both when considering
the products themselves and their reliability, as well as the
level of service and support available."

FAIRLIGHT TO DIVEST AUDIO PRODUCTS
Fairlight has put its professional audio products business up for sale. The Australian supplier of audio
products to major broadcasters and producers around the world will instead focus on its patented picture
key work surface technology, which it licences to manufacturers.
“Over its long history, Fairlight has continually developed highly innovative professional audio technologies
that are used by a large number of major content producers around the world,” said Cheif Executive Philip
Belcher. “W ith a range of innovative new AES67 compliant audio distribution products approaching release,
it has been decided that the potential for Fairlight’s professional audio technologies is much larger than can
be achieved under the current ownership.”

oct-dec 2016
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Special Feature · AUDIO

GREAT AMERICA
AMUSEMENT PARK
FEATURES
GROUND-BREAKING
AUDIO TECH
I mages from youtube.com/watch?v=CLfhY1gyc64

Mention amusement parks to most people and they think
of clattering roller coasters and cotton candy. Things
have changed. Some of the latest developments in audio
technology are being unveiled at theme parks and a new
immersive 4D audio experience at California’s Great
America is a great example.
The Silicon Valley attraction is the first worldwide to
feature patent-pending spatialized audio beamsteering
technology developed by researchers at the University of
California, San Diego, according to a press release from
the college.

14
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“Mass Effect: New Earth, A 4D Holographic Journey” opened to the public
earlier this year and features Near/Far Acoustic Field (NFAF), an audio
infrastructure developed by researchers based at the Qualcomm Institute,
the UC San Diego division of the California Institute for Telecommunications
and Information Technology. This infrastructure makes use of 3D audio
beamforming technology that was licensed exclusively by Comhear, Inc.,
an inaugural partner in the Qualcomm Institute (QI) Innovation Space. The
attraction also represents the first time the Comhear MyBeam Sound Bar will
be used in a public venue.
The attraction’s 3D spatial audio system, combined with what is being billed
as the world’s largest and highest resolution 3D LED screen, will immerse
guests of the park in the popular “Mass Effect” video game developed by
BioWare™, a division of Electronic Arts. The experience features settings,
characters, music and visuals familiar to players of the critically acclaimed
game series and will take guests on an outer-space adventure, hurtling them

· Special Feature

through visually stunning landscapes
to face off against larger-than-life
adversaries and help “save the day.”
Working under the auspices of
their start-up company, Crescendo
Media Engineering, QI Sonic Arts
researchers Peter Otto and Jeff
Sandubrae and a small team of audio
engineers including Daniel Ross from
UCSD’s Music Department created
the attraction’s audio design from
a library of sound from the Mass
Effect game provided by BioWare, as
well as custom-generated sounds.
Additionally, QI Sonic Arts researchers
Eric Hamdan, Raphael Melgar, and
Drew Allen generated unique audio
filters and a hardware form factor
specific for the theater to create
the near field 3D immersive sound.
Unlike the restrictive limitations of
headsets and personal entertainment
systems, NFAF audio is seamlessly
integrated with story, picture, motion
effects and multi-sensory production
on a cinematic blockbuster scale
by way of the theater’s 72-channel
state-of-the-art
theatre
speaker
system, integrated with an advanced
480-speaker
binaural
auditory
imaging system.
“Comhear’s MyBeam platform is
ideally suited for Great America’s 4D
experience theme park attraction,”
says Comhear CEO Perry Teevens.
“Participants would normally need
to wear headphones to experience
deep
immersive
spatial
sound
effects, which are an essential part
of the 4D theater experience. This
is a major breakthrough for public
audio applications. We are proud
to be associated with California’s
Great America, UC San Diego and
Crescendo Media Engineering on this
project.”
The MyBeam speaker arrays are
located directly in front of the guests’
motion seats, with one array for every
two guests. The system enables the
arrays to project four audio beams
to “create sound objects that move
around the room and also project
some very intimate sounds right next
to your ears,” Sandubrae says.
“This is the first environment of its
kind to have this many individually
controlled speakers,” Sandubrae
adds. “We’ve found that this
spatialized,
personalized
audio
experience elevates the suspension
of disbelief that 3D video provides,
providing a highly realistic and
engaging
experience.
It’s
very
technical on one the one hand, and
very artistic on the other. It is a new
paradigm for sound design.”
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Special Feature · LIGHTING & STAGING

SEEING IS
BELIEVING
AMUSEMENT PARKS USE

VISUAL EFFECTS TO ATTRACT
HUGE CROWDS
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· Special Feature

Getting people off their couches and out to live events
is getting harder, with major sports leagues like the
NFL, NBA and Super League Rugby seeing more empty
seats as people opt for better viewing options at home.
But amusement parks are a different story. The top 25
attractions saw attendance pop 5% last year while visitors
to Asian theme parks is surging.
One of the biggest gainers was Universal Studios
Florida, which is using ground-breaking visual effects
to amaze even the most jaded of tech-savvy audiences.
The Wizarding World of Harry Potter Hogsmeade and
Diagon Alley attractions at Universal Orlando Resort,
for example, leave you convinced that someone has just
disappeared through a wall at train platform 9 ¾, while
for the Terminator 2 3D live stage show, the illusion is so
effective that some people think a motorcycle rider really
did crash through the screen and onto the stage.
“It’s so immersive that people feel like they’ve been on a
ride — they actually call it the ‘Terminator 3D Ride,’” said
Thierry Coup, Universal Creative’s senior vice president of
the creative studio, in an interview with Forbes magazine.
“When people come to our park, a lot of them ask ‘How
did they do that?’ It’s what we want to hear. But as they
become more savvy, we have to keep improving and
staying on the cutting edge. We look at up-and-coming
technology, because developing an attraction at this level
requires the use of tricks, techniques and technology that
exists, and then we have to bring it to the next level.
Often production systems we use for attractions are not
available commercially yet. We work with technology
partners to look at the future and see how we’re going
to incorporate that into our attractions, to immerse our
guests in a way that they’ve never dreamed about.”
Amusement park rival Disney understands this more than
anyone. With the top three most popular parks in the
world – Magic Kingdon, Disney Land and Disney Land
Tokyo – the California company not only uses the latest
technology to amaze their guests, but depends heavily on
innovative breakthroughs to design the parks themselves.
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Walt Disney Imagineering (WDI)
uses its own VR technology to build
everything from new theme park
attractions to new hotel suites. With
a digital immersive showroom (DISH)
in Orlando and a next generation
version called Deep Dish at its
headquarters in Glendale, California,
the company uses high definition
projectors and 4K visuals (four times
the visual fidelity of HD) to create
nearly full immersion.
A DISH room is similar to a holodeck
featured on Star Trek. With the help
of 3D glasses, a large empty white
room turns into a new world that
you can navigate by yourself or with
others who can see the same things
you do.
“We have a proud 60-year tradition
of using physical models to help our
designers visualize, work on, and
figure out how to build our theme
parks and attractions, but now
we’ve gotten into the whole virtual
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reality realm with interactive realtime computer graphics to help us
analyze and understand the things
that we’re designing,” said Mark
Mine, creative technology executive
at WDI’s Creative Technology Studio,
according to Fortune magazine. “The
physical models continue to be a big
part of our design process, but the
virtual models have very distinctive
advantages, particularly when you
want to experience what the guest is
going to see when they walk through
a new land or ride a new attraction or
stay in a new hotel room.”
Mine told Fortune that DISH VR is
taking their attractions to the next
level.
“We have free-ranging vehicles,
integrated media, and interactive
characters that respond to the
guests,” Mine says. “All of these
things are very difficult for us to figure
out just using physical models. These
virtual capabilities help us to figure
out these very complicated new
attractions that we’re designing.”
WDI is now using these VR capabilities
their new Shanghai Disneyland theme
park, an Avatar Land for Disney
Animal Kingdom in Orlando, an Iron
Man Experience for Hong Kong
Disneyland, as well as new Star Wars
attractions for multiple parks.
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BIOLOGY
TAKES POLE
POSITION
AT F1
Advances in visual technology are happening so quickly it’s impossible to
keep up. From virtual reality to flat screen TVs and holographic images,
the pace of change is so rapid and exciting that it’s easy to forget that
our own humble eyes are not only a magnificent example of naturally
occurring biotech, but also able to develop in ways no less incredible
than electronic hardware.
Formula 1 drivers have remarkable reflexes as they hurtle around the
track at speeds up to 370 kilometers and hour. For these racers, a
single second can be an eternity.
Sky Sports 1 recently tested one driver’s response times.
According to a story in Wired magazine, Nico Hülkenberg had five
infrared cameras attached to his glasses to track the position
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of his eyes and send that information to another camera,
which then helped create a real-time depiction of what he
actually sees.
Hülkenberg not only responds to a green light in under
100 milliseconds – a reaction so quick it would be labeled
a false start in a 100 meter sprint at the Olympics – but
his reaction times and those of other professional racers
is improving. Years of training have allowed such drivers
to understand and process images five times faster than
the average person.
They also seem to have a visual memory that is eidetic,
which means that as they speed past information screens
on the side of the track, they are able to store those
images and retrieve them for processing later.
These super-human feats will eventually reach a biological
limit – muscle reaction will always lag visual input – but
even here F1 engineers are working to bridge the gap
while keeping a human in the driver’s seat. After all, it’s
the element of danger, and not speed alone, that fuels
excitement among fans.
McLaren is experimenting with the MP4-X concept car
that will connect directly to the driver’s brain. Not only
would a driver ‘think’ a turn rather than physically make
a turn, but the human-machine interface could sense
when a driver was failing to accommodate things like
tire degradation even before the driver consciously
recognized it himself.
When the F1 arrives in Singapore in September, the
drivers will look no different from the millions of other
visitors who visit the country every year. But it’s worth
taking a moment to appreciate the astonishing physical
development their bodies have experienced due to years
of high-speed racing.
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DYING
SHOPPING
MALLS TURN
TO TECH
I mages from pixabay.com
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Battered by a sluggish economy and competition from
online retailers, the shopping mall is no longer the go-to
destination for consumers. Some analysts expect a third
of the 1100 malls in the US to close over the next several
years and closures are spiking even on Singapore’s iconic
Orchard Road, where vacancy rates are at a five-year high.
But many malls aren’t going quietly. Taking a page from
their online rivals, mall landlords are turning to cuttingedge technology to lure people back with a more
seamless shopping experience. From apps that help you
find a parking spot outside and a flash sale inside, to
touch-screen mirrors, automated assistants and virtual
reality glasses, malls are digging deep to fill their aisles.
“We’re bringing the same analytics Amazon used to crush
bricks-and-mortar retailers into the real world,” Sage
Osterfeld, chief marketing officer at Palo Alto, Calif.based Sysorex, told the Wall St. Journal.
Sysorex and others are part of a growing cluster of tech
companies helping traditional mall owners embrace
modern shopping. The data analytics firm uses signals
from smartphones to count visitors and the time they
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spend around the mall. Much like Amazon measures how
long online browsers hover their cursors over certain
links, the malls are sifting through mountains of fresh data
to find out where consumers are gathering and what is
turning them away.
Mall owners will be encouraged by findings that while
young people are frequent and savvy online consumers,
they place a high value on real-world experiences. This
is something also noticed by e-commerce giants like
Amazon and Bonobos, who have started to open brickand-mortar outlets.
For an example of an enhanced experience, a shopper
may use their phone to find the closest available parking
spot to the entrance they need, and follow a dot in a
mapping app directly to a targeted store. Then, using high
tech mirrors and 3D goggles, they could ‘try on’ dozens of
clothes without getting unchanged, pay for them without
waiting for a cashier and just as they’re planning to leave,
receive a $10 voucher from a restaurant they would be
passing on the way out.
It’s a glimpse of a future that has already arrived.
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After decades
of waiting,
has video
conferencing
finally arrived?
24
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P

eople around the world are
spending
longer
on
their
daily commute, travelling an
average of 80 minutes between home
and work every day – from a two
hour commute in Thailand to just a
two minute jaunt in Malawi – while
business travel continues to increase
every year. US companies are now
spending over $300 billion annually
so their employees can suffer delayed
flights, over-priced accommodation
and jetlag.
This wasn’t supposed to happen.
Futurists in the 1980s said video
teleconferencing
would
kill
the
commute as people worked from
home. Cities would empty out
because no one would ever choose to
spend their day in queues, crowds and
cubicles. The futurists were wrong but
they might not be wrong for long.
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Tech titans like Facebook, Apple and Google are entering
the video calling market in a big way. Facebook’s
Messenger, which currently enables one-on-one video
chat, already has a billion users while Apple’s FaceTime
is available across a billion iOS devices. Now, Google has
jumped into the market with Duo, a video service that not
only allows calls between different operating systems,
but also offers a unique function called Knock Knock that
allows you to see a live feed of the caller before answering.
One of the issues plaguing video calls for work is the
sudden exposure to a client or colleague without a visual
cue. When people communicate in person they signal
their intent with a smile, nod or scowl that prepares us
for the exchange. Google’s Knock Knock preview does
this for video calls, humanizing the remote communication
with a quick peek at an angry boss or a smiling favourite
colleague before having to start the conversation.
Google is also meshing video calls with drones. The
company recently received a patent for a drone equipped
with cameras, microphones and projection screens
that will let you have a video call on the go. Instead of
being rooted to a laptop or PC the drone could provide
a video link while you moved around the office, entered
another room or walked around the block. Some tech
savvy offices are already using telepresence robots that
roll from place to place but they’re starting to look like
an awkward evolutionary step before the nimble drone
makes them extinct.
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Google and its rivals are amping up
their video call technology at a time
when people may finally be ready
to shed in-person collaboration.
Polls show most teens prefer to
communicate with people online than
face-to-face, while a recent YouGov
survey found over half of all Americans
are already using video calls.
This migration to digital conversations
is dove-tailing with a surge in flexible
work arrangements. A third of US
workers are now freelancing and
some are predicting that more than
half of the workforce in the US and UK
could be freelancers by 2020.

Image from pixabay.com

So will the futurists finally be right?
The trend toward decentralised
workplaces is compelling and the
tech giants are making huge bets
on video communications, but there
are also significant headwinds from
government regulators (ask Uber) and
the innate desire of people to associate
in person. People are increasingly
working from home, yet rural areas
are withering and cities continue to
grow. It turns out that people still
crave real, in-person experiences with
art, entertainment, food and each
other that are not easily replaced by
technology. Not yet anyway.
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ACEH MOSQUE INSTALLS
ALLEN & HEATH MIXER
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The installation team, comprising
Kairos Multi Jaya and Multi Electronic
Terrain, faced the challenge of
providing clear audio coverage to
a 2,700 m2 area, with a building
interior, consisting of high ceilings
and reflective surfaces, without
affecting the design aesthetics.
An Allen & Heath Qu-16 compact
digital mixer was selected at the
heart of the new audio system, with
an iDR-8 matrix processor installed
to manage audio distribution and
provide flexible zoning options.
An Allen & Heath iDR-8 matrix mixer and Qu-16 digital rackmount mixer were
installed in the recently inaugurated Taqwa Great Mosque in Kutacane, in
Indonesia’s Aceh Province.
The largest mosque in the area, Taqwa can accommodate up to 4,000
worshippers inside and 2,000 outside. The new audio system will deliver clear
speeches to the entire congregation.

“The result is quite amazing. The
sound produced can be heard
equally at all points by all worshipers
inside the building,” explains Karuna,
a member of the Kairos Multi Jaya
engineering team. “The Allen & Heath
mixers provide the best clarity and
ease of use possible.”
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TRANCE TOUR EMPLOYS DLIVE
TO MANAGE SOUND

Trance group Above & Beyond is touring the world
with Allen & Heath’s dLive and ME systems to manage
their monitors. The group’s engineer, Tom Howat, has
previously toured with the likes of Paolo Nutini, Morrissey
and Franz Ferdinand.
“Above & Beyond’s tour is an acoustic reworking of the
group’s popular hits, and involves 17 artists and 80
inputs on stage. The Musical Director describes the tour
as “widescreen”, and dLive is well suited to this, giving a
broad, wide open, expansive sound,” explains Tom Howat.
“What I love most about the fader layout is the opportunity
to create your working environment – it’s a powerful
picture of the A&H way of doing things,” he said. “I am
enjoying using the touchscreens, and I’ve really taken to
the different compressor flavours built into the channels.
I am using a number of lovely sounding reverbs from
EMT plate and 480 engine programmes, side panels for
compressor and gate, and the listen at different points
feature in the channel strip to get the FX dialled in nicely,
all of which are very, very cool features.”
Performers comprise the 3 principle artists with various
keyboards and guitars, 2 drummers with 3 drum kits, 4
vocalists, a bass player, the musical director, a 4-piece
string section, a harpist, and a multi-instrumentalist.
Howat’s dLive system comprises an S5000 Control
Surface with DM64 MixRack and DX32 expander rack,
and a ME personal monitoring system comprising a ME-U
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hub and 4 ME-1 mini mixers for the artists to tweak levels
on stage.
Bid, drummer and assistant musical director for the
Above and Beyond Acoustic world tour, was one of the
ME-1 users, and he really enjoyed the experience, saying:
“Tom Howat brought the ME-1s on board to simplify the
monitor set up and it has worked a dream. To be able to
change individual levels instantly without worrying Tom is
one thing but also to add EQ and pan makes this such a
great tool on this type of production where there are so
many people on stage. I’d have been lost without it.”
The tour is visiting a variety of venues, including the
prestigious Hollywood Bowl in LA, Sydney Opera House in
Sydney, and The Royal Albert Hall in London. Production
for the European dates is managed by Capital Sound, who
hired the dLive system from London-based PA company,
F1 Sound, the USA leg is managed by Delicate Audio,
who sub-hired dLive from Clearwing Productions, whilst
JPJ Audio supplied a system in Australia.
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ELECTRIC DAISY BASH SPARKLES
WITH FELIX AND CLAY PAKY

Felix Lighting helped Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC) celebrate
its 20th anniversary with a large complement of Clay Paky
lighting fixtures at its flagship Las Vegas Motor Speedway
venue.
EDC is one of the biggest electronic dance music festivals in
the world. The June 2016 Las Vegas event drew more than
400,000 revelers to three days of the top EDM DJs, carnival
rides, art and circus-style performances.
La Mirada, California-based Felix Lighting was the lighting
vendor for EDC’s Kinetic Field, North America’s largest
scenic stage, for the third consecutive year. Felix Lighting
has participated in EDC almost since its inception.
Felix Lighting hung 96 Clay Paky Sharpys onstage. “There
were eight wings on the set piece, four to each side, and
Sharpys were on the edge of every wing in quantities from
seven to eleven,” Karol says. “We also had some Sharpys
on the floor. They’re a real workhorse fixture for us; we like
them for their light weight and optics.”
Sixteen Clay Paky B-EYE K20s were also on hand to wash
the interiors of some set pieces.
He emphasizes that all of the gear performed well under
extremely hot conditions at the Speedway: Temperatures

routinely topped 115 degrees F. during the day and it was
93 degrees at midnight during load out. “Everything sat
all day in the heat and when we fired it up at night it all
worked!” says Karol.
A.C.T Lighting is the exclusive North American distributor
for Clay Paky.
Francesco Romagnoli, Clay Paky Area Manager for North
and Latin America, added, “We’re proud to be a part of
Electric Daisy Carnival so many years in a row and it’s
always great to partner with Felix Lighting.”
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COLDPLAY SPARKLES
ON WORLD TOUR
Photo Credits © The Fif th Estate Ltd
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Coldplay’s acclaimed live-show video director Ben
Miles chose to work with British manufacturer Avolites
and Avolites’ Ai media server distributor and technical
specialist RES (Realtime Environment Systems) to design
what he describes as ‘the ultimate video system’ for the
Brit rockers’ current world tour.
Crossing four continents, A Head Full of Dreams is a major
stadium tour in support of Coldplay’s seventh studio
album of the same name. The Latin American dates ran
from 31 March to 17 April. The European dates - including
the band’s seminal headlining of the Glastonbury Festival
- were from 24 May to 6 July. On 16 July the tour moved
to the US, where Chris Martin and his bandmates play 22
stadium and arena dates before continuing in December
with six stadium dates in Australia and New Zealand.

Leo Flint and Ben Miles
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Coldplay’s live shows are renowned for their high production values - requiring
a sizeable creative and technical crew. Miles heads up a team of 14 -16,
including the spidercam team and Leo Flint, the tour video programmer, who
runs the Ai media servers and Barco e2 alongside Miles.
Miles and his team look after the tour’s cameras, animations, visuals and the
LED screens they’re displayed on. For this gargantuan tour, Miles knew he
needed to create a new and improved video system - specifically designed to
deliver the ambitious creative brief.
As a result he selected eight powerful Ai R6 media servers - manufactured
by London-based lighting console and media server manufacturer Avolites
- as the core of this new system. This was partly because he had used
them on Coldplay’s last tour, Ghost Stories, and rated their technical
prowess - particularly with regards to low latency SDI input and capacity for
customisation. But his decision was also down to how approachable and
adept he had previously found both the development team at Avolites and the
manufacturer’s London-based distributor, RES.
Miles elaborates: “We started working with Avolites media servers over two
years ago, on the previous tour. We’d already developed a lot of ideas based
on aspects of the server that I really liked and also some new things that I
really wanted from a media server that didn’t exist yet. I was lucky enough to
get involved in the development process with the software team from Avolites
for the last couple of software upgrades: version 8 and version 9. A lot of my
input was to do with the frame delay between capturing and output.
“This came from the fact my big thing with media servers is live capture and
using effects on everything I do. The programming environment behind Ai is
Salvation, which gives us the ability to customise effects using a node-based
engine. This means we can connect up lots of modules and pretty much any
effect I dream up can be realised.”
Dave Green of Avolites says: “I got involved very early on in the project to help
Ben design an overall system. It consisted of eight R6 media servers, four
of which are used for front end media playback. One does a big 4k screen,
which, to my knowledge, is the first time full native 4k has been used on a
stage show like this. The other servers take care of the side screens. Then
there is the back up for each of those, so it’s a fairly standard set up for a
large scale show, apart from the 4k playback.
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GLASTONBURY COMES ALIVE
Photo Credits © Alan Ward
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Andy Liddle for New Order

Avolites’ lighting consoles, dimmers and media servers
have once again delivered robust, festival-proof
performance to astounding shows across Glastonbury’s
vast and varied musical programme.
For nearly 40 years, Avolites equipment has been found
surviving the mud in each corner of the Worthy Farm
takeover. This year the British manufacturer’s consoles
and media servers were not only used on the main stages
such as the Pyramid, which was also powered by Avolites
ART2000 dimmers, the Other, John Peel, West Holts and
the Acoustic Stage but also Arcadia Spectacular and The
Temple immersive dance environments, and afterhours
areas such as the Unfairground art field.
Lighting designer Andrew Liddle, whose recent portfolio
includes OMD, The Charlatans and La Roux, has been
working with Avolites consoles for the past 35 years.

Like Avolites, Liddle is a Glastonbury stalwart, hitting
the festival for the 16th year running - this time with
indie dance legends New Order. With a performance
of ‘atmospheric magic’ that impressed NME magazine,
the Manchester-born group took to the Other Stage in
support of their latest album ‘Music Complete’.
Liddle augmented the Other Stage’s house rig with 24 x
Clay Paky Sharpys, 4 x Martin Professional MAC Vipers
and 6 x ETC Source 4s, controlling the set up with an
Avolites Arena, supplied by technical event production
house Hawthorn.
“I’ve been an Avolites user since 1996 and began using
Titan in 2010,” explains Liddle. “I’ve always liked how
easy the desks are to use, plus the patching and palette
creation they offer. They are also intuitive and fast to
programme, which is ideal for the festival setting.”
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Performing on the John Peel stage was Brighton’s DJ
legend Fat Boy Slim, with long-time lighting designer
Stephen Abbiss creating the ultimate rave atmosphere
for the raucous crowd that packed the tent. Abbiss
transferred the show file from his own powerful Titan
Mobile, which he uses for some of his biggest shows, to
a Tiger Touch II running Titan v10.
“I’ve been using Avolites consoles since they only had
one wheel,” says Abbiss. “They’re always my desk of
choice as they’re so familiar to me now and my fingers
like the fader spacing! I think Titan v10 has some good
new features - window resizing is very helpful as is the
Undo option.”
Also on the John Peel Stage, Tom Campbell of TC
Lighting Design was operating a Tiger Touch II to control
his design for John Grant; whose performance received
a great review from The Guardian despite the American
singer-songwriter suffering from flu.
Campbell, who is also currently out on tour with Welsh
rockers Bullet For My Valentine, has been using Avolites
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for a decade: “I have always been a big fan of the speed
and ease of programming on Avolites consoles - it’s
incredibly useful,” he says.
As John Grant captivated the audience with his heartwrenching back catalogue, Campbell complemented the
performance with a series of retro-esque lighting looks,
cleverly using LED technology disguised as classic
tungsten fixtures. His design is also based around a
rear ‘analog’ video wall, constructed using eight rear set
pieces made out of metal gauze, ranging in height from
12ft - 20ft, depending on the venue. These are used to
create a range of spectacular three-dimensional visual
looks for the band to perform in, which Campbell triggers
from the Tiger Touch II.
Moving across to the West Holts Stage, lighting designer
John Rogers chose a compact yet powerful Avolites
Quartz console to control his design for soulful funk group
Quantic All Stars.
“The compact design of the Quartz makes it really
festival friendly,” says Rogers. “However its small size
is deceiving - one of the house techs of the West Holts
Stage was really impressed that such a compact desk
could take 15 universes in its stride. It definitely made a
good impression.

Stephen Abbiss for Fat Boy Slim

“I was also using the new Titan v10, which I’m really
impressed with. The expanded import feature gives you
the ability to map the same source fixture to as many
fixtures as you like. This makes rig expansion and show
reusability a lot better. I already own Capture so importing
theatres for visualisation will be a nice way to bring my
show together more. There are also great improvements
to existing functionality, such as Key Frame Shapes. I’ve
always liked the immediacy of Avolites software features.
Plus, the user interface elements always strike me as
carefully implemented.”
Also important to Rogers was the ability to transition his
original show file over to the Quartz from a Tiger Touch II
running version 9.
“This show started life as a festival house desk show, so
being able to bring that programming across consoles
and software versions was vital,” he continues. “Without
it I probably would have just busked the house desk at
Glastonbury.”

Chris Bushell for James Blake

Rogers’ festival tour design for the Quantic All Stars is
energetic and bold, utilising Robe Pointes’ striking beam
and prism looks to create a strong party vibe that runs
through the set.
“The looks have to be big and bouncing, like a carnival
in the sun, even if you’re in a muddy field in the pouring
rain. And this year was particularly muddy,” he laughs.
“However we had a great show and it was lovely to see
some familiar faces around the festival. Big thanks to
Greg Haynes for helping me get the Quartz up to the top
of the slippery FOH tower and generally being excellent.”
Another seasoned Avolites user, lighting designer Ken
Coker operated a Sapphire Touch - the Acoustic Stage’s
house desk supplied by Rob Sangwell at Fineline Lighting
- for Barclay James Harvest. Interestingly, the progressive
rock group were the first band to take Avolites’ original
equipment on tour in the 1980s.

Tom Campbell for John Grant
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“I have been using Avolites for almost all of my working
life and I’m 58!” says Coker. “Despite growing over the
years the company still has an air of a small business that
cares and the team there offers fantastic support.”
Coker applied the house rig including Robe and Martin
Professional fixtures to ensure frontman John Lees was
perfectly lit at all times, whilst also creating a myriad of
textures with gobo work and subtle beam looks. Like
Abbiss, Coker is impressed with Titan v10’s customisable
windows, applying the feature to boost the efficiency of
his programming for the quick festival turnaround.
“I’ve recently got to grips with Titan v10 and I think it’s
excellent,” he explains. “The ability to customise window
size will be particularly useful for smaller Avolites consoles
like my Titan Mobile.”
As ever there was plenty of Avolites action on the
incredible Arcadia Spectacular, who brought back their
stunning Metamorphosis show to the festival for the
second year running.
Two Sapphire Touch consoles worked as the main and
back up lighting desks, with a Quartz used to control SFX.
A single Ai Infinity RX8 media server with eight outputs
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powered the incredible visuals for the entire set up, with a
back up in place. This meant there was only one machine
live at a time running the interface, plus seven outputs
going out to external devices - six projectors and one
LED processor.
“The eight outputs of the Infinity RX8 mean you can
drive everything out of one machine, rather than having
to network servers up, which saves a lot of time and
trouble shooting,” says Avolites’ Ciaran Abrams, who has
been involved in Glastonbury’s Arcadia for several years.
“Its performance is great with smooth playback and it’s
also really rugged and durable, which makes it ideal for
withstanding the rigours of a festival setting. Not only
that, it has EDID management, which adds a safety net
to the output for additional reliability. So, if something
gets unplugged anywhere on the stage, it isn’t going to
interfere with the rest of the show.”
“Avolites has been one of Arcadia’s most dedicated
supporters, suppliers and partners during the company’s
evolution from small festival stages to international repute,”
says Tim Smith, Arcadia’s Technical Production Manager.
“The relationship has been invaluable and they continue
to supply cutting edge servers and lighting consoles
alongside technical collaboration and unfailing dedication.”
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ANOTHER JEWEL IN THE
CROWN FOR AVOLITES
Photos by Al Powers, Invision Studios, Rukes
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The latest addition to the Hakkasan Group, JEWEL
Nightclub inside ARIA Resort & Casino, has raised the Las
Vegas entertainment bar once again with an interactive
lighting design controlled by a custom Avolites system of
integrated control desks and Ai media servers.
JEWEL opened in May with a superstar-studded launch
hosted by Oscar-winner Jamie Foxx, hip-hop heavyweight
Drake, electro turntable stars The Chainsmokers and reality
television sensation Kourtney Kardashian. To reinforce
the luxury party vibe, Hakkasan Group commissioned
international sound, lighting and visual design company
AudioTek to “push the boundaries of technology” and create
the ultimate nightclub environment for Sin City’s elite.
The result is a high-impact, multi-sourced display based
around the DJ’s moving back wall of Ayrton Dream
Panels, with both video and DMX surfaces, and Magic

Dot fixtures. This works alongside five ribbons of ROE
Hybrid LED which circle the main room and a videomapped staircase leading to a mezzanine floor. AudioTek
lighting designer Andy Taylor chose Avolites’ Sapphire
Touch, Tiger Touch II and Quartz lighting consoles with
Titan Net Processors and Ai Infinity R8 and S4 media
servers to control the complex set up.
“Due to the selection of fixtures, it was imperative to
implement a control system that seamlessly integrated
both lighting and video,” Taylor explains. “Once suggested,
everyone agreed Avolites was the natural choice.”
Avolites’ lead software developer Oliver Waits helped
design the custom system, which links the video content,
powered by the Ai media servers, to the lighting control
of the consoles, allowing everything to be controlled by a
single operator.
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“The Ayrton Dream Panel is a unique fixture so we felt
that we needed a cutting edge new software feature to
create a spectacle for JEWEL’s guests,” says Waits. “Our
solution was to link the video to the movement of the
fixtures and directly link the Titan Key Frame Shapes
feature of 2D points within the video to create movement
that reacted to the visuals. Using our Ai media server,
we were then able to directly link the two elements. The
Titan console constantly receives video updates from the
media server and uses these to control the timeline of any
Key Frame Shape.”
Waits goes on to state that “the requirements of the
JEWEL project were perfectly aligned with our goal of the
seamless integration of light and video control, so the
new features developed for JEWEL will be available for all
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our customers from Titan version 10.1 onwards.”
“It’s a pixel heavy design so Avolites’ built in Pixel Mapper
was invaluable in creating some great looks across all
the fixtures,” adds Taylor. “The Key Frame Shapes feature
was integral in programming the more complicated Dream
Panel moves and avoiding falling into the trap of having
them constantly spinning on both axes.”
Hakkasan’s Director of Video Production Ed Shaw worked
alongside production company Ne1co to design the video
content, which is processed for the Dream Panel fixtures
by the Ai media servers. A large portion of the content
was designed to run on both sides of the panels using a
DMX merge, resulting in a stunning dual effect that mixes
high-resolution content on one side with brighter but
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lower resolution on the other as the panels are rotated.
This content is reflected in the visuals that run across the
ROE Hybrid LED.
“We wanted to match the content across all the fixtures as
it creates a coherent aesthetic across the room, especially
when there is only one operator,” explains Shaw.
The content for the staircase, however, serves a different
purpose. High quality 3D visuals evoking a series of
pathways and walls are run across the eight columns and
15 stairs to highlight the architectural design of the space
and encourage guests to ascend to the mezzanine level.
“The three Ai media servers not only control the Dream
Panels, ROE Hybrid ribbons and the staircase but also

the portrait marquee screen in front of the venue,”
continues Shaw. “They are integral to the success of the
project as they make it very easy to program and operate
multiple areas at once. I’ve loved the Ai media server
since we started using them in OMNIA Nightclub - they
offer fantastic quality and performance for playback. Even
when putting considerable load on the servers, having a
constant 60fps is very reassuring.”
Alongside the connection between lighting and video,
Shaw and Hakkasan’s Vice President of Entertainment
James Algate wanted a way to automatically link the
music’s BPM to the lighting. The Avolites consoles
needed to trigger effects in time with the beat with no
latency, allowing the entire shape and structure of the
room to morph in perfect time with the sound.
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the system needed to deal with - it’s
the biggest system that AudioTek
has ever put together, even taking
into account concert touring. As a
comparison, AudioTek’s Managing
Director Frank Murray points out
that the most recent Radiohead tour
managed 46 Dream Panels on the
back wall, each of which needed
streaming data for the video on one
side and DMX on the other - Jewel
uses 54!

In response Waits wrote this capability into Titan v10.1, the forthcoming
operating system update to be released shortly after V10.0, adding a new
dimension of versatility to the entire console range.
“The new Titan Beat System allows for both speed and synchronisation from
an external source,” Waits explains. “Using this the LD can link all lighting
effects to one beat; a process that would have previously been done manually.
The LD is then freed up to carry out other lighting tasks.”
“The automatic BPM sync was one of our biggest technical challenges but
it was all made possible through the tremendous support from the whole
Avolites team,” adds Shaw.
Taylor explains that a further challenge was the sheer amount of data that

“The support from the Avolites
teams both in the UK and the
US was fantastic,” says Taylor.
“From allowing us to take over the
warehouse to test out gear and do
some valuable pre-programming, to
them being on site in Vegas, they’ve
been supportive far and above the
call of duty, and are continuing to
be so. I know they’ve kept in touch
with the in house programmer, Jorge
Tellez, to help him get to grips with
this demanding rig. This was an
incredibly challenging job from both
an artistic and technological point
of view, and it couldn’t have been
achieved without Avolites’ cutting
edge products. It was a great leap of
faith from management at Hakkasan
to approve the design and I don’t
think it could have been achieved
without the incredible efforts of the
team.”
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D3 SETS THE SCENE FOR
CARMEN
48
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Wroclaw, Poland continues to celebrate its role as one of
the European Capitals of Culture for 2016 with “Spanish
Night with Carmen - Zarzuela Show” at the Wroclaw
Stadium. The spectacle featured fragments of Bizet’s
iconic opera “Carmen” presented in the tradition of the
Spanish popular opera.

Zarzuela involves both spoken and sung scenes as well
as dance. “Carmen” was performed by about 500 artists,
including an orchestra, ballet, choir and Wroclaw Opera
soloists plus vocal and dance groups from other parts
of Poland. Andalusian horses were also part of the
production accompanied by flamenco music.
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Multimedia producer VES provided a d3 4x4pro with DVI
VFC cards for the large-scale show. The scenic design
required video mapping to display changing landscapes
on an 80-meter central screen - a task ideally suited to
d3. The imagery represented the bullring and Seville by
night, as well as other locations.
The d3 system fed the scenic imagery to nine projectors
furnished by VES. Christie Boxer 2k30, Christie Roadie
HD+30K and Panasonic PT-DZ21K projectors mapped
the landscapes onto the big screen.
“The biggest advantage d3 had to offer for this
production was its flexibility,” says Krzysztof Grabowski
from d3 partner Prolight, who served as the on-site d3
programmer and operator. “The 3D model was changing
all the time, but d3’s feed cutting and endless warp
and blend capabilities allowed us to perfectly align the
projectors and build pixel maps. The ability to connect
graphic designer Piotr Maruszak to the d3 system so he
could make revisions during rehearsals was very helpful.
He enjoyed the chance to replace revised graphics by
himself.”
Some 25,000 spectators filled the stadium where they
were transported to Old Spain for the evening by the
magic of the multimedia production.
Waldemar Zawodzinski directed “Carmen” for the Wroclaw
Opera; Ignacio Garcia directed the zarzuela. Bogumil
Palewicz was the lighting and multimedia director. TSE
Group managed lighting setup. VES technical manager
was Artur Olszewski.
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MUSICAL JOURNEY TO PERSIA
EMPLOYS DPA MIKES

Described as a multimedia song cycle inspired by the
legendary Persian queen, storyteller and feminist icon
Scheherazade, “The Scheherazade Project” is a curated
concert debuting at the New York Electro-Acoustic Music
Festival (NYCEMF). The performance, which features the
works of critically acclaimed string quartet PUBLIQuartet
in conjunction with indie rock duo HOLLANDS and visual
artist Amy Khoshbin, spins the collection of tales from
the classic “One Thousand and One Nights.” During
the project, PUBLIQuartet will utilize DPA Microphones’
d:vote™ 4099 Instrument Microphones for Violin and
Cello.
Having first discovered DPA in 2013, the musicians in
PUBLIQuartet quickly fell in love with the microphones.
“We were impressed with the quality of the microphones,
so when we received the commission from the Sphinx
Organization to make “The Scheherazade Project” a reality,
we knew we needed to use DPA,” says Jannina Norpoth,
violinist for PUBLIQuartet. “DPA greatly enhances our
sound and comfort on stage, and the mics seamlessly
integrate our acoustic instruments with the sound of the
electric instruments and other electronics. The d:vote™
4099 mics are great for amplifying acoustic instruments
without feedback or distortion of the instruments’ natural
sound.”
Described as a multimedia collaboration of sight and
sound, this special project integrates rock-n-roll and
classical music by merging electronic and acoustic
compositions. “It’s great to know that we can collaborate
with a variety of instruments and control our sound,” adds
Norpoth. “The d:vote™ mics allow us to enhance the
audience experience in unconventional venues that don’t
otherwise have great acoustics.”
Though “The Scheherazade Project” is still in its rehearsal
process, the group has already implemented the mics into
the show. “So far, we are really happy with the fact that we
can hear ourselves in the mix,” continues Norpoth. “Using
microphones that do not scuff the finish of our instruments
is a huge plus, as using pickups could potentially damage
our instruments and ultimately provides a poor sound.
We will definitely continue to use them in venues where
we benefit from amplification, or when we collaborate
with other artists or play compositions that involve live
or pre-recorded electronics. We already have plans to
use our DPA mics during our performance at the Detroit
Jazz Festival in September. They really are the best
microphones around.”
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MYTH MUSIC FEST IN
SHANGHAI AMAZES WITH D3
AND LIVE LEGENDS
Photo Credits Illuminate Produc tions for Live Legends
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d3 Studio partner Live Legends, under their Chinese
brand United Live Creations, provided comprehensive
creative and technical services for the MYTH Electronic
Music Festival in Shanghai. Using d3, United Live
Creations handled everything from concept to execution
for the two-day festival, which showcased 40 local and
international DJs.
MYTH, from organizers Modern Sky, presented a Sixth
Element theme on the main stage in Shanghai’s Expo
Garden Park.
Live Legends’ creative director Daan
Oomen was responsible for the show design concept,
which brought the five elements - wood, water, fire, metal
and earth – together with a sixth element - music.

Oomen’s innovative concept and set design immersed
audiences in a total visual and audio experience
showcasing each element in a different chapter onstage.
Using a single d3 4x4pro media server to play six custom
pixel-perfect timecode shows, one for each element, on
giant LED screens.
“The video set up was massive with 450 square meters of
3.6mm LEDs,” says Oomen. “Besides the six timecode
shows we also needed the flexibility to quickly switch
to one of the DJ inputs. The DJ inputs had a different,
more light-weight pixelmap to make it workable for live
performances. With d3’s ‘remappable’ set up we were
able to provide a high-resolution pixelmap to the content
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creation team and a DJ pixelmap to
our guest DJs early in the process.
This gave the content team a huge
time win.”
Additionally, “on some screens we
mapped the live video input on top of
the video content,” he reports.
Live Legends’ Bas Knappers was
the lighting operator for the festival,
Jim de Brouwer the d3 programmer/
operator, and Dave van Roon and
de Brouwer the d3 project set up
team. Muen Hang from Illuminate
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Productions provided the d3 media
servers.
d3 Technologies maintains a network
of
partner
studios
worldwide
dedicated to helping fulfil customers’
d3 requirements, from consultation
and support to client demos and
more. Live Legends & Live Legands
Asia are a d3 rental partner as
well as d3 Studio offering a full d3
workflow as its in-house solution for
pre-production and production of live
events across Europe and now the
Asia Pacific.
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BOLT SPRINTS DOWN THE
THAMES ON 100M LED
Photo Credits Virgin Media

In the run up to the Summer Olympics in Rio, Virgin
Media’s “Be The Fastest” campaign celebrated
sprinter Usain Bolt using a 100 meter-long LED screen
floating on the Thames River.
A d3 Technologies 4x4pro media server running
r13 software played a key role in the event at the
foot of the London Eye, which included a short film
that played Bolt’s record-setting 9:58-second run
across the 100-meter span of the flat screen. VER
UK supplied the custom horizontal LED screen, the
longest of its type ever constructed. It topped 108
pontoon decks and covered 600 square meters.
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Mark Bustard produced and directed the event. Video
was synced with a complementary lighting scheme that
illuminated nearby structures while the London Eye
served as a giant stopwatch, counting down Bolt’s record
set in Berlin in 2009.
VER UK also supplied the d3 4x4pro to play back the
three-minute film, and a second server for backup. The
media server’s streamlined timeline user interface enabled
Chris Simcock, the operator programmer from Sensel
Studio, to sequence hours, minutes, seconds and frames.
This allowed Simcock to quickly and easily update the
timeline when new content arrived from Treatment Studio,
who sent a number of updates towards show day.
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Simcock sequenced the finale to
start at precisely 9:58 pm. “That was
crucial because other show elements
– lights, sound, etc. – followed the
same timing,” he explains. “For d3
to play back in sync with other show
elements, GPS timecode was fed to
the control rack and converted to
MTC for d3 to track. As a result,
at precisely 9:58 pm the big finale
showcasing Usain Bolt was triggered
for viewers from the London Eye and
Victoria Embankment to see.”
d3’s intelligent output feeds allowed
the giant 6K image canvas to be
divided into HD outputs, which were
fed to two LED processors.
“Excellent teamwork by VER UK,
Treatment Studio and Sensel Studio
resulted in a fantastic show,” says
Simcock. “d3’s brilliant software and
hardware solutions helped make it
possible. The product just continues
to excel in the live events industry.”
Delta Sound UK was the audio
integrator for the show. Adam Power
from Spindrift Projects assisted with
systems integration.
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BIRTHDAY BASH FOR
PLÁCIDO DOMINGO DEPLOYS
DLIVE MONITORS

Plácido Domingo celebrated his 75th
birthday at a massive concert in
Madrid attended by 70,000 people
and renowned artists from around the
world. The event at Santiago Bernabéu
stadium used two Allen & Heath dLive
systems to present a musical mosaic
that ranged from opera to flamenco.
Performers included Plácido Domingo,
Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli, Columbian
musician Juanes,
Mexican singer
Alejandro Fernández and others
supported by a symphonic orchestra,
choir and mariachis and flamenco
bands.
The
technical
production
was
managed by Production Resource
Group (PRG) Spain, which selected
a MADI-enabled dLive S7000 Control
Surface and DM64 MixRack with two
additional DX32 audio racks fitted with
AES output cards, at FOH alongside
DigiCo SD7 and SD10 consoles, to mix
the orchestra, choir, band and vocals.
A second S7000 and DM64 system
with an SD10 was installed at monitor
position.
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Using dLive, Sergio Cianca, monitor engineer in charge of mixing the mariachis
and flamenco bands, commented:
“The learning curve of dLive is simply amazing. You can go straight to work
after just a few minutes, even if you haven’t used A&H systems before. Another
nice thing is that if you go deeper into the system, you’ll find lots of remarkable
options and tricks. dLive is a system that makes basic operation easy but offers
lots of features to those that want to go beyond this and “push” the system.”
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DLIVE SOUNDS DIVINE AT
GERMAN FESTIVAL

Allen & Heath’s dLive digital mixing system was selected to manage FOH duties
at the 58th annual Bad Gandersheim outdoor theatre festival in Germany.
More than 50,000 visitors attended the event, which is staged every summer
against the backdrop of the town’s historic church. For the third consecutive
year, AV requirements were managed by Light-house Göttingen GmbH, which
employed its hire stock dLive system, comprising a dLive S5000 Control
Surface with DM48 MixRack and DM32 expander racks including 16 analogue
inputs, to manage a run of 69 shows.
“I’ve used every digital console on the market but dLive is the only one to
realise its potential. I had quite a few scenes set up for the show, and there
were several occasions where scenes had to change during a song. dLive’s
processing is so quick, there were no problems at all,” explains FOH engineer,
Rolf Dressler. “dLive’s sound is amazing. I’ve been a sound engineer for 30
years but I have never heard such a warm and honest sound.“
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SEOUL CHURCH GOES DLIVE WITH
NEW MIXING SYSTEM

Located in the heart of Seoul, South Korea’s iconic
Dongshin Presbyterian Church recently installed Allen &
Heath’s dLive digital mixing system as part of the church’s
developing digital based A/V system.
Dongshin Church celebrated its 60th anniversary this year,
and the building was named as a ‘Seoul Legacy for the
Future’ by the city in 2014.
Comprising a S5000 Control Surface and a DM48 MixRack,
the new system replaces the incumbent GL3800 analogue
mixer.
“The relationship between A&H and Dongshin Church
started with the GL3800, and we also installed a Qu-32
in the Education Centre last year. Migrating from analogue
to digital is a big step but we knew we could trust A&H
products,” said Seongyeon Won, who is in charge of A/V
system at the church. “We did evaluate other brands for
the main FOH console but dLive won hands down on
product specifications, such as the dual 12” touch screen,
easy navigation and expandability options.”
The dLive surface and Mixrack are installed in the A/V
control room, with a DX32 I/O expansion rack installed at
the front corner of the chapel.
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“Previously, it was too complex and intrusive to change an
I/O patch on the analogue system but with dLive we can
do it simply with less cables. Also, we now save space
in our control room with the small footprint of the dLive
surface compared to the analogue mixer,” said Mr. Won.
“The mixer is the first upgrade to our AV system but it has
made a striking difference to the Church’s sound quality –
which is now very sharp and clean. In video terms, it’s like
a sudden change from SD to HD resolution.”
In addition, the church records live worship services to
multitrack via dLive’s Dante connection, and thanks to
the individual scene list created by Mr. Won, volunteers
can manage basic controls without having a dedicated
engineer present.
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MAYDAY ROCKS HONG KONG
WITH FINE ART

Mayday returned to the Hong Kong Coliseum earlier this
year as part of its Just Rock It 2016 tour that sees the
Taiwanese alternative rock band perform in cities across
Asia. Fans at the explosive concert were entertained with
a mix of hits stretching back to the band’s founding in
the 1990s.
Almost 500 lighting fixtures from Fine Art were used to
illuminate the five members of the iconic group. The Fine
156 LEDs have a wide range of pan and tilt movement that
can be controlled individually and adjusted for the perfect
color and visual effect. The Fine 1536 panel was also
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deployed with its pan/tilt movement,
high quality OSRAM RGBW LED and
single control design contributing
to a dynamic spot and sharp multibeam effect.
Mayday is playing in China, Taiwan,
Singapore and Malaysia as part of the
current concert series. The band has
performed for more than 10 million
fans around the world at some of
the most acclaimed concert venues
in the world, including the Taipei
Arena, Beijing National Stadium,
Nippon Budokan, London’s Wembley
Arena and New York Madison Square
Garden.
For more information, visit
www.fineart-light.com.
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LYON PURRS ON
TWENTY ONE PILOTS
WORLD TOUR
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Twenty One Pilots puts on a show as original as their name.
The difficult to define duo – with music falling somewhere
between the genres of alternative rock, electropop, hip
hop, and indie – has captured worldwide attention since
its wildly successful 2015 release Blurryface. Inevitably,
this has led to playing bigger shows than the band has
ever seen before.

8,500-capacity
Greek
Theatre
to
30,000-capacity Hersheypark Stadium.

Twenty One Pilots is in the midst of its 11-month
“Emotional Roadshow World Tour” with venues ranging
from amphitheaters the size of Berkeley, California’s,

Audio crew chief/system engineer Kenny Sellars of VER
spoke about the setup at the Greek Theatre shows in
Berkeley. “We have 12 LYON per side on the main hangs,
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This poses some challenges for the audio crew. But with
a 72-box Meyer Sound LYON linear line array rig, VER
Tour Sound has been able to provide flexible live sound
for the tour’s varying scale of venues.
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and 12 LYON per side on the side hangs,”
he explained. However, the system expands
effortlessly to a full 72-box rig for the tour’s
larger venues, where their main hangs are 20deep LYON and side hangs are 16-deep LYON.
“The scalability has been super solid for me. It’s
worked flawlessly,” he said.
Shane Bardiau, Twenty One Pilots’ FOH engineer,
has been working with LYON’s versatility. Initially,
the tour was considering using the larger dual
15-inch Meyer LEO line arrays. But Sellars’
suggestion to Bardiau to use LYON to better
accommodate the varying size of venues on the
tour appealed to him. “I was skeptical at first
because it is a smaller box,” recalled Bardiau.
“But wow, I was blown away. And to be honest,
this 12-inch (LYON) driver is perfect for our
music.”
Independent engineer Adam Stroop runs monitors
on the Emotional Roadshow World Tour. For the
monitor setup, the band occasionally relies on
side fills from LEOPARD cabinets on each side
of the stage. He likes having loudspeakers that
are “very controllable, very smooth. That’s really
hard to beat.”
For Twenty One Pilots’ biggest shows, the crew
will use up to six LEOPARD boxes per side for
greater horizontal coverage. “They’re very easy
to set up and sound excellent,” said Stroop.
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AUDI PREMIERE GLITTERS
WITH VIDEOMAPPING FROM
MAXIN10SITY
70
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Maxin10sity, the Hungarian projection mapping specialist,
recently delivered two show-stopping projects for Audi
to mark the German automaker’s launch of its newest
models.
Commissioned by technical planning and show direction
specialist Niyu, Maxin10sity used Audi’s Late Light Show
– an exclusive videomapping event for Audi employees
and the community surrounding its Ingolstadt, Germany
headquarters – to provide a spectacular 10 minute show
running every evening over six days.
The Late Light Show set the stage for the world premiere
of the Audi A5/S5 Coupe, which was celebrated
with a further bespoke five-minute mapping; a visual
representation of the evolution of the Audi Coupe from its

inception through to the brand new models.
It took five days to create the 3D model of Audi’s Ingolstadt
HQ, which features a 2,300m 2 surface area – equivalent
to approximately 4,600 40-inch television screens. With
one side fully flat and the other curved, the Maxin10sity
team tested more focal points in order to precise how
to control the overall display over the undulations in the
structure. The audience was to be positioned in close
proximity to the façade of the building, bringing additional
considerations around perspective; not to mention the
challenge of projecting onto glass surface, overcome by
covering it with a special projection film.
“For a project of this scale, complexity and prestige, we
knew Maxin10sity were the best in the field,” comments
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Thomas Hofmann of Niyu. “Working
alongside the Maxin10sity team was
seamless and their credentials in
the videomapping space speak for
themselves, having broken world
records with previous projects and
constantly pushing themselves to
raise the bar and do something
different that completely stands out.”
35 Barco HDQ-2K40 projectors
boasting 40,000 ANSI lumens – the
brightest available on the market
- were installed in five projection
towers, each four metres long, four
meters wide and nine metres high –
and carrying five tons of equipment.
Sourced by Media in Res as
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technical provider, all projectors were
controlled by a high-performance
Pandora’s Box media server from
Looplight, which handled the six
terabytes of content. 25 kilometers
of electricity and signal cable
powered the show which featured
eight channel surround sound.
Collaborating with Pure Perfection on
conception of the Late Light Show,
and Creators and Quintons Concept
on conception, creative direction
and car choreography for the A5/
S5 Coupe premiere, Maxin10sity
focused on capturing imaginations
by transforming the Audi HQ building
into a unique visual showcase.
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MEYER SOUND UPDATES AUDIO
AT TWO US CHURCHES

Two American churches have updated their audio systems
with the installation of Meyer Sound’s column array
loudspeakers, improving the quality of speech and music
reproduction for worshippers.
Within the 19th century walls of the Mother of God Catholic
Church in Covington, Kentucky, custom color-matched CAL
96 loudspeakers are mounted snugly in niches flanking the
altar, becoming almost invisible while boosting the sound
quality of their contemporary music.
At the Saint John Paul II National Shrine in Washington
D.C., an unremarkable meeting and exhibit space has
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been exquisitely transformed into the Redemptor Hominis
Chapel.
Direct reinforcement of speech and music is
supplied by a pair of CAL™ 64 column array loudspeakers.
To create an acoustic that is ideal for traditional Catholic
worship, the Jaffe Holden team also specified a Meyer
Sound Constellation® acoustic system.
“We are so thrilled with what we are hearing now,” says
Cindy Duesing, director of the Mother of God Catholic
Church’s 14-member contemporary music ensemble. “For
the first time we can really hear each other. Now we can
distinguish individual voices and instruments – instead of
hearing mush.”
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Design for the church’s audio renewal was entrusted to
consultant David Walters of Stan Roller and Associates.
His plan called for acoustical treatment of the rear wall to
eliminate slap echoes and replacement of ungainly custom
loudspeaker boxes – dubbed “the refrigerators” because
of their bulk and profile – with a beam-steering column
solution.
“I presented three options for loudspeaker columns, with
Meyer Sound as the premium option,” explains Walters.
“Here, I must give credit to Cindy Duesing, who headed the
committee, because she pushed hard for the best solution.
Musically, the CALs sound just stupendous. In fact, this is
probably the best column array room I’ve ever done.”
Programmed in a split beam configuration, the top segment
of 64 drivers employs a 10° vertical beam to cover the middle
and rear sections, throwing nearly 100’ to the back pew,
while the bottom 32 drivers project a 20° beam to uniformly
cover the front sections. Intelligibility proves excellent,
considering the extremely reverberant acoustics, with
Walters reporting STI readings of .65 or better throughout
the seating area for about 600. System integrator was
George Smith of Cincinnati-based Smithall Electronics.
In Washington, the church’s large space posed a challenge.
The beam angle and vertical spread of the CAL loudspeakers
were calibrated to carry highly intelligible speech to the rear
pews – a distance of about 90 feet – without overexciting
the “live” acoustics of a big church.
“Of all the beam-steering columns out there, Meyer
Sound CALs are exceptional in both their sound quality
and controllability,” says Andrew Nagel of the Norwalk,
Connecticut consulting firm Jaffe Holden.
Meyer Sound’s Constellation® acoustic system also was
ideal for the project. “The room dimensions and ceiling
height were dictated by the existing structure and couldn’t
be expanded,” explains company Principal Mark Reber.
“But by applying specific absorptive treatments together
with the active acoustics of Constellation, we were able
to re-balance and enhance the acoustical signature of the
room. The result can range from subtle to dramatic, and it is
remarkably effective.”
At the core of the system is a D-Mitri® digital audio platform,
the host DSP engine for the patented VRAS acoustical
algorithms. Ambient room sensing is via 14 miniature
condenser microphones, and the desired acoustical
characteristics are reproduced by 18 MM-4XP self-powered
loudspeakers, 13 Stella-8C installation loudspeakers, and
10 MM-XP subwoofers.
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MODTRUSS INSTALLED IN
SHEFFIELD PEOPLE’S THEATRE
Photo Credits ©Triple E

ModTruss, winner of the ABTT
Engineering Product of the Year
2015, has been used for the first
time in the UK as a structural piece
of scenery at the Crucible People’s
Theatre in Sheffield, England.
A team from Triple E travelled up to The
Crucible to support the installation
of ModTruss for the production of A
Dream, described as a “modern-day
mash up of Shakespearean romance”.
The structure was a 11.27m x 5.7
meter platform on 2.4 meter uprights
made up of the three available sizes
of aluminium ModTruss.
“Building the structure was very
exciting,” said Stuart West, Technical
Manager for Sheffield Theatres. “The
opportunity to work with what is
effectively Meccano for adults was
a lot of fun; it brought back a lot of
childhood memories for all of the crew
and we had a great day exploring and
experimenting with the structure.”
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EDM CLUB 1015 FOLSOM
REVAMPS WITH PR LIGHTING

The nightclub 1015 Folsom in San
Francisco recently underwent a
massive remodel to commemorate its
upcoming 30-year anniversary.
The vast 20,000 square foot venue
is one of the longest running EDM
nightclubs on the West Coast of
America and is known for hosting
big headliners. And with huge
acts scheduled for Super Bowl
50 weekend, 1015 Folsom owner
Ira Sandler got a jump-start on
the renovations. He called on Eric
Bernstein of Intelligent Lighting
Services in Austin, TX, once again to
upgrade the club’s lighting and video
system with gear from Mega Systems
Inc., the PR Lighting distributor in
USA.
Bernstein kicked off the project by
taking Sandler and his technical
director Scot Peterson to the LDI
Show last November. There they
determined the new equipment that
would be used in the nightclub.

Above the stage in the main room, Bernstein installed a number of LED
display panels to create a massive video wall as a stunning backdrop to the
performances on stage.
The upgrades didn’t end there. Lighting was the other component of the
renovation, although with real estate precious in the club they only had room
for a dozen additional lights. And these needed to have the ability to wash
the stage, reproduce corporate logos for events and project beams. With that
in mind they decided on the new XR 350 BWS from PR Lighting. As a beam,
wash and spot all in one, it gave them all the features they needed plus very
nice, full-colour gobos.
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POP MEETS CLASSIC
WITH PHILIPS
Photo Credits Kerstin Lautenbach-Hsu

When the Braunschweig Symphony Orchestra celebrated
the 10th edition of its ‘Pop Meets Classic’ concert, the
performance was illuminated with Showline SL BEAM
300fx LED luminaires from Philips Lighting.
The sold-out concert at the Volkswagen Halle showcased
the orchestra’s re-worked versions of well-known pop
songs featuring local musicians and singers, conducted
by Helmut Imig.
Renowned lighting designer Stephan Aue, who has been
involved in Pop Meets Classic since the first edition of the
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Supplied
by
Kaufungen-based
event production and supplier
Ambion GmbH, the luminaires’
small size allowed Aue to realize his
carefully-constructed set design,
which required discrete yet vibrant
stage lighting. He comments:
“The fixtures couldn’t be too large
otherwise they would have blocked
the view as the rig was lower than
previous years.
The Philips SL
BEAM 300fx was extremely useful,
allowing us to achieve the clean,
uncluttered look we desired.”

concert, led the creative team of lighting operator Rico Muenzer and media
technician Tim Hornung. Aue was introduced to the Philips Showline luminaire
at Frankfurt’s ProLight + Sound 2016.
“My first impression of the Philips SL BEAM 300fx was that it was a compact
yet powerful tool,” states Aue. “On Pop Meets Classic I have full creative
freedom and always like to use the latest exciting technology, so I was
delighted to be able to include 12 of the fixtures in my design for this year’s
special show.”

Despite its diminutive size, the
Philips SL BEAM 300fx produces
an impressive output of 4,500
lumens. Not only that, its precise
optical design allows the luminaire
to function as both a beam and
wash light. Aue positioned the
fixtures in a matrix construction
under the back truss. From here
they flooded the 26m wide by 18m
deep stage with bold colors and
varying texture.
“The remarkable output for a light
of this height caused it to stand out
against the other LED wash lights,”
continues Aue. “Not only that, the
multiple in-built macros allowed
me to create a range of stunning
effects.”
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CHINA’S PR LIGHTING MAKES
DEBUT AT GERMAN MUSIC
FESTIVAL
Chinese lighting manufacturer PR Lighting had a
successful debut at the recent Electro-Magnetic EDM
festival in Völklingen, Germany, according to their
distributor Focon Showtechnic.
Crowds of up to 10,000 converge on the Völklinger
Hütte, a world cultural heritage site where lighting is
used heavily to transform the former steel plant into a
colourful spectacle. This year Robin Schulz headlined an
all-star line-up that also included Alle Farben, Chopstick
& Johnjon, Moguai, Richie Hawtin, and many more.

The lighting designers were Lux & Fabula, and among
the products playing a central role on main stage were
24 x XR 440 BWS and 4 x XR 330 BWS. These fixtures
use patented technology to integrate beam, wash and
spot into a single unit, with the latest beam technology
travelling through an advanced optical path.
Focon worked with technical event providers Triacs
GmbH.
“Triacs were looking for a new moving light which had a
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bright output, best performance and nice effects,“ said
Focon account manager Jens Ottenhus. They saw the PR
Lighting fixtures in action at Prolight+Sound in Frankfurt,
and were immediately impressed.
At Electro-Magnetic, the BWS moving heads were
positioned on the truss, side wings and stage floor to
create a constant cross-fire of fast moving beams.
Jens said they had proved popular with many of the
visiting LD’s, who drew on the Beam effect in particular,
in keeping with the current trend.
“There were also favourable comments about effects
such as the overlaying prism, the nice CMY colour-mixing
… and the fact that they delivered a great performance
comparable with other professional brands.”
Also impressed were Triacs themselves, underlying the
justification of their investment. “They are now putting
these BWS moving heads into other events, in view of
their multifunctional usage.
“I really believe that this festival will open new doors for
PR Lighting in Germany,“ Ottenhus said.
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LA ROUX TURNS TO
PRISM SOUND FOR
NEW ALBUM
Producer Ian Sherwin has invested in a Prism Sound Atlas
Audio Interface, which he is using to record tracks for the
long awaited third album from Grammy Award-winning
English synth pop act La Roux.
Sherwin, who has a project studio in West London, has
made Atlas the backbone of his current recording set
up and says he is delighted with the audio quality he is
achieving.
“My first impressions of Atlas were really quite stunning,”
he says. “The difference when A/Bing between that
and my old Avid Omni interface (which I’d always
regarded as a reasonably decent converter) was almost
incomprehensible; I literally felt as though I was switching
between 24/96k and YouTube. By using the Atlas, we can
now hear more and therefore achieve more in terms of the
standard of music that we’re producing.”
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Formed in 2006 by singer Elly Jackson and record
producer Ben Langmaid, La Roux released its eponymous
first album in 2009 to huge critical acclaim. After notching
up a Grammy for Best Electronic/Dance Album, the pair
began recording a second album but ran into difficulties
when their working relationship started to fall apart due
to creative differences. This eventually led to Langmaid
leaving the group and Jackson continuing alone.
With Sherwin having worked an engineer on the first La
Roux album as well as already being involved at the start
of the second, Jackson felt it was natural to continue
recording with him as co-producer and, eventually, cowriter. Their efforts resulted in Trouble in Paradise, an
album described by Jackson as ‘warmer’ and ‘sexier’
than La Roux’s debut, mainly thanks to the introduction
of more organic instruments and a definite shift in musical
style. It was released through Polydor in 2014 and
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debuted at No. 6 in the UK Album Charts, No. 20 in the Billboard 100 and
went on to top the Dance/Electronic Album Chart. The album also received
five star reviews and was featured in many of the leading ‘Best of 2014’ lists
at the end of the year.
“We recorded a large part of the second album in a pop up studio in Devon,”
Sherwin says. “It was very much a guerrilla recording project with both of us
playing different instruments and really enjoying the creativity of the space
and the ideas flowing between us. This approach now forms the basis of how
we operate. We like working in unconventional spaces and taking our time so
that we get the sound Elly really wants.”
Sherwin’s desire to use the very best audio converters led him to Prism Sound
– a brand he was already familiar with because he’d used the company’s
flagship ADA-8XR Multichannel converters in various commercial recording
facilities.
“La Roux is not the kind of act where you spend two weeks in a studio and
come out with an album - it’s much more of a free flowing, cumulative process
than that,” Sherwin says. “Our approach to recording is very flexible, but
that doesn’t mean we want to compromise on audio quality. We still want to
produce studio quality recordings, even when we are not in a studio, and this
is what Atlas allows us to achieve.”
Already a favourite among professional musicians, songwriters, engineers and
producers, Atlas is a USB multi-track audio interface that is compatible with
both Windows and Mac platforms. Once configured with a computer, Atlas
can also operate stand-alone using its ADAT, S/PDIF or AES3 I/O. As well as
the built-in inputs and outputs Atlas can accommodate other optional digital
interfaces such as Pro Tools|HDX and AES3 multichannel options through
its MDIO expansion slot. This flexibility makes Atlas perfectly suitable for
the home, native or project studio as well as larger multitracking facilities by
seamless, reliable integration with the industry standard platforms.
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ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE TO
BROADCAST WITH
SIS LIVE FIBRE

Broadcast connectivity expert SIS LIVE will supply Ultra
High Definition fibre connectivity for Sky Sports Ultra HD
coverage of the English Premier League this season.
SIS LIVE will utilise its AnyliveTM fibre network to deliver
Ultra HD pictures for 124 games covered by Sky Sports.
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David Meynell, managing director, SIS LIVE, said: “Sky
Sport’s decision to use SIS LIVE’s Anylive fibre network
to deliver their new, high profile channel means that we
are well on the way to being recognized as the critical
connectivity provider of choice.

The managed fibre connection (up to 850 Mbit/s) will use
SIS LIVE’s fibre infrastructure, connecting every Premier
League ground to SIS LIVE’s network operation centres
in MediaCityUK and Milton Keynes, in addition to Sky
Sports studios.

“Our satellite expertise remains, but we also boast fibre
links between major broadcasters, network operators,
and UK sports stadia, backed up by microwave links
in some locations to give triple resilience. I believe our
combined fibre and satellite infrastructure is unrivalled in
the UK market.”

HD reverse vision feeds will be delivered as part of
the service, and SIS LIVE is providing Sky Sports with
network control on match days by installing Net Insight’s
Nimbra Touch and Switch technology at Sky Sports
studios.

SIS LIVE’s highly skilled technical teams have collaborated
with Sky Sports for several months, testing the technology
to transmit high resolution 4K pictures (which quadruple
the number of pixels in a full HD picture) via its extensive
fibre network.
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MAROON 5 ENGINEER
DISCUSSES SSL CONSOLE
Jim Ebdon has been the Front of
House Engineer for Maroon 5 since
the early stages of the band’s rise
to the top rung of the global poprock scene. The most recent tour
of US and Europe finished in July
before a new round starts in Texas
in September. Accompanying Ebdon
throughout this is his new choice of
console - the SSL L500 Plus.
On hearing a direct comparison
between the L500 and other consoles
at a festival, Ebdon was inspired to
give the L500 a go. “I’m not choosing
a console because it looks pretty or
because there is a ton of stuff on it
that I’m probably never going to use.
I’m choosing a console because of
how it sounds, which is the most
important thing.”
In particular Ebdon has been
impressed
with
the
onboard
processing.
“The
onboard
compressors sound great, the gates
work really well, the effects are very
good. The delay is amazing ... I think
the end result just seems bigger, and
fatter, and more open. I do have one
outboard reverb, which is something
I’m just used to and something I take
with me, but I could easily do a show
with the on board reverbs - they
sound fantastic.
“It’s probably the most analogue
sounding digital console there is.”
On the current show, band inputs
total around 56, and Ebdon has been
using the redundant fibre-based SSL
Blacklight II connection from stage a high bandwidth multiplexed MADI
format capable of carrying up to 256
96kHz signals.
“They are the most consistent band I
have ever worked with,” says Ebdon.
“Especially the drummer. He never
misses a beat.” Because of this, and
because Ebdon is so familiar with
the band, he doesn’t need them for
sound checks. He uses a recording
of the previous night’s show and
switches the console into rehearsal
mode so the inputs are taken from
the multitrack rather than the stage.

For lead singer Adam Levine’s vocal Ebdon uses a tried and trusted external
preamp, though once into the console he uses the internal EQ and a multiband
compressor from the L500 FX Rack.
One feature on the L500 that particularly stands out for Ebdon is the All Pass
Filter – an adjustable and gradual phase shift around a centre frequency,
without gain change at any frequency. Fine tuning the relationship between
channels with the All Pass Filter can have a profound effect on the sound: “Just
getting two guitar channels beautifully lined up - the presence is incredible,”
says Ebdon. “I’m really impressed with that.” Ebdon also uses it with his
three kick drum channels (two mics and a sample): “As a standard feature on
this console it’s amazing, he says.”
Ebdon uses traditional Aux path types for FX and so on, but does use the Stem
path type for things like parallel compression and record splits for broadcast
trucks. “I can send all my vocals to one pair of stems,” explains Ebdon. “Then
all the guitars to another pair, and so on. In the record truck they just to put
all the faders at zero, and there is my mix.”
A stem is a versatile, fully processed audio group with extensive input and
output routing possibilities - including other Stems. Any stem can be derived
from any one of six points along another processed path, and of course
any processed path can be re-arranged simply by dragging and dropping
processing blocks using the large multi-touch screen.
Overall, the analogue sound of the L500 paired with its digital advantages are
a winning combination for Ebdon: “For me, the SSL is an analogue console
with a save button. I’d tell anyone to go out and try it.”
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FRENCH JAZZ FESTIVAL
DEPLOYS SSL CONSOLE
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The fifth annual Palais en Jazz event held at the
Compiègne’ Imperial Palace, a royal residence built for
Louis XV and restored by Napoleon located in northern
France, was supported by the Solid State Logic L500
Plus console and Amadeus PA, featuring PMX monitors,
DIVA line array, and MAESTRO subwoofers. Amadeus
was a co-sponsor of the event.
Palais en Jazz consistently attracts the world’s greatest
Jazz musicians, and this year was no exception, with
incredible performances from headliners Damien Schmitt,
Erik Truffaz and the five-time Grammy Award-winner,
composer, author, producer and bass virtuoso Victor
Wooten.
Jack Trifiro, Tour Manager and FOH Engineer for Victor

Wooten was impressed with the technical preparation
from Palais en Jazz Technical Director, Yohan Progler, and
system tuning by Director of Research & Development at
Amadeus, Michel Deluc - as well as the technology itself.
“The Amadeus DIVA arrays performed admirably,” he
said, “with impeccable and consistent sound quality
throughout the venue. The band was very happy with the
Amadeus PMX 15 for stage monitoring and the choice of
Amadeus made for a very enjoyable show for audience
and Band alike.”
The event marked Trifiro’s first outing with the SSL console:
“Most surprising was the wonderful choice of L500 at
FOH… I found the ease of navigating, intuitive layout, and
quality and clarity of my mix an extreme pleasure.”
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ALADDIN WINS SHOW OF THE
YEAR WITH HELP OF
TIMAX SOUND DESIGN

Disney’s first European rollout of their Broadway smash
hit Aladdin has won the prestigious LEA Show of the
Year award for 2016. Sponsored by PRG, the award
ceremony took place at the Frankfurt Festhalle in April,
with other nominees including the 2015 Eurovision Song
Contest in Austria.
Sound design was by Ken Travis who designed the
Tony Award-winning Broadway show now approaching
its third year, supported by associate Alex Hawthorn,
and once again exploited the ground-breaking vocal
localisation and effects spatialisation prowess of TiMax
SoundHub with TiMax Tracker radar-based realtime
automation. Aladdin is playing at Hamburg’s Neue Flora
Theatre whose producer-owners, Stage Entertainment
BV, purchased two TiMax2 SoundHub-S32 audio
showcontrol processors and a seven-Sensor/20-Tag
TiMax Tracker system, which was commissioned on-site
by Out Board’s Dave Haydon in late 2015. The TiMax
SoundHub receives AES inputs from a Digico SD7T and
sends AES feeds to d&b 30D and 10D amps for the
Y-Series LCR prosc system and a variety of the usual E
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numbers for delays and surrounds.
Performers wear miniature TT Tags transmitting bursts
of UWB noise in the 6-8Ghz range, which are picked up
by seven TT Sensors distributed around the stage and
auditorium. A server computer analyses Angle Of Arrival
and Time Difference Of Arrival and maps this data onto
spatial zone information sent to the TiMax SoundHub
which then seamlessly morphs actors’ radio mics between
delay-matrix Image Definitions, using precedence to
make the amplified voices appear to come from their
exact stage location, and following them as they move
around stage. The multiple TT Sensors provide layers
of redundancy so that the effect is consistent regardless
of any body blocking or obstruction from the show’s
frequently moving scenery.
TiMax Tracker’s height tracking capability also helps
maintain vocal realism for the show’s most impressive
effect, when the young lovers fly up and around the
stage on a magic carpet which appears to have no wires
(don’t ask – it’s a closely guarded, trade secret.).
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NATAS STREAMS AWARDS TO
FACEBOOK WITH TVU

The Heartland chapter of the National Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences (NATAS) held its regional
Emmy® Awards Galas to recognize outstanding
achievement in the television industry in July and the
awards were streamed to Facebook Live using TVU
Networks’ TVUPack live video mobile uplink solution.
To transmit live video of the regional Emmy® galas, NATAS
Heartland relied on the TVUPack cellular uplink solution
for live two-way transmission. NATAS Heartland has been
using TVU Networks’ equipment for its regional Emmy
galas for three years, and opted to take advantage of
the company’s new Facebook Live integration capabilities
this year to further its award show reach.
“We wanted to stream our show on a platform that was easy
to communicate with our members, and also as a means
of outreach to potential future membership,” said Blaine
Howerton, President of the Board of Governors, NATAS
Heartland. “We have a strong following on Facebook, and
it was easy to point people to our social media page for
live viewing of the galas. It was also beneficial to have
the live video show up within our members’ news feeds

on Facebook for easy viewing. We were happy to be able
to share the excitement surrounding our show with the
TVUPack’s Facebook Live integration.”
The NATAS Heartland Emmy® Awards honor standout
video productions in categories ranging from newscasting
and public affairs to political programs and sporting
events. NATAS is a non-profit organization dedicated
to recognizing outstanding achievement, raising industry
standards, and improving the quality of television. The
Heartland chapter was formed in 1986, and serves the
television industry in the following markets: Denver,
Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Wichita/Hutchinson, Omaha,
Colorado Springs/Pueblo, Lincoln/Hastings-Kearney,
Topeka, Grand Junction/Montrose, Casper/Riverton,
Cheyenne/Scottsbluff and North Platte.
Howerton explains, “We’ve always received great
customer support from TVU Networks, and their
equipment has been extremely valuable to us. I would
recommend TVU Networks’ technology for any video
professional looking to do live video transmission without
the hassle and expense of a satellite or microwave truck.”
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Chauvet
Maverick
series adopts
W-DMX

Clippn service
mines value
from video
assets
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By CHAUVET Professional
www.chauvetprofessional.com
CHAUVET Professional introduced its Maverick series at Prolight + Sound this
year. The new series features three power-packed tour ready moving fixtures:
the MK2 Wash, MK1 Hybrid and MK2 Spot.
The fixtures offer a host of features including the integration of a W-DMX™
receiver card in every Maverick unit fitted as standard out of the factory.
The Maverick fixtures come with a W-DMX™ 2dBi omni-directional antenna
in a small enclosure that pops out, resulting in better connectivity to the
transmitter. Working on 2.4 GHz, the fixtures are compatible with any
W-DMX™ transmitter. The W-DMX™ technology includes its propriety
Adaptive Frequency Hopping, data-safe and invisi-wire features. In addition
to the Maverick series, other CHAUVET Professional fixtures that use W-DMX™
exclusively include the WELL Flex and WELL Fit battery-powered units.

By Clippn
www.clippn.com
Clippn, a global leader in video curation and stock footage monetization, is offering an
enterprise-level archive revitalization service that uses the advanced processing and
metadata tagging capabilities of its new cloud-based platform, which is powered by Dalet
media management technology.
“Many broadcasters and media companies with legacy systems have millions of video assets
that are underused because of a lack of transparency and accessibility. They are sitting on a
goldmine they can’t touch. With a growing demand for video, we help them mine and refine
these archives for their own editorial uses while creating new opportunities for revenue,”
comments Clippn Founder and CEO Mick Reed. “Most organizations just don’t have the time,
resources or expertise to properly organize and tag their media. This is where Clippn comes
in. Our cloud-based platform streamlines the process of ingest, curation, transcoding and
adding metadata to raw assets and clips, adding value to the footage at every step so it can
be repurposed and even offered for sale through leading stock footage sites.”

Product Innovations

Extron adds
button panels

Extron unveils
Flex55 mounts

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics has introduced nine more eBUS Button Panels.
They include six for volume, microphone and muting control,
while the other three provide full-featured video transport
control. All control panels connect to an IPCP Pro control
processor and feature customizable, soft-touch buttons that are
backlit for easy operation in low-light environments. Each model
features two eBUS ports for easy system expansion. eBUS button
panels are linked to the control processor and to each other using
a single cable that carries both power and communication. eBUS
Button Panels are available in Decora, EU, and MK form factors.
For applications worldwide, the EU models are compatible with
Flex55 modules, mounting kits, and enclosures.

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics has introduced the Extron Flex55 series of global
connectivity mounting solutions. Flex55 consists of modules, mounting
frames, and enclosures that work with all standard EU mounting systems.
Designed for global-compatibility, Flex55 modular, interchangeable
components can be installed almost anywhere, including Europe, Asia,
North America, and all other world markets. The modules are available for a
variety of active and passive functions, including XTP and DTP transmitters
and receivers, eBus button panels, and other AV connectivity solutions.
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Fine Art
launches
LED

By Guangzhou Chai Yi Light Co., Ltd
www.fineart-light.com
Fine Art has introduced a new LED that
uses high-resolution (above 16bit) driver
chip and gamma correction to ensure a
smooth dimmer. The FINE 156 BATTEN
(6 pcs 15W RGBW LEDs) attains a wide
range of brightness and imitates the
dimmer effect of the halogen lamp. The
smart body, individually controlled LEDs
and free movement for pan and tilt all
contribute to its versatility.

New beam
spot wash
from Fine Art

LynTec adds
Telnet to
control
panels

By LynTec
www.lyntec.com
LynTec, a manufacturer of innovative electrical
power control solutions for professional audio,
video, and lighting systems, announced the
addition of Telnet control to the company’s line of
RPC series power control panels. Telnet expands
RPC’s interface options, strengthening the lineup’s
onboard monitoring and control capabilities from
any remote location.
“Installations are moving toward a shared Ethernet
backbone, and we added Telnet to the TCP/IP
protocol to meet the need for simple monitoring
and control over the network,” says Mark Bishop,
president of LynTec. “As a manufacturer, we have
the most choices for control of any remote power
panel’s standard offering.”
Telnet is a well-established data transfer protocol for
transmitting serial data commands over Ethernet
networks. This industry accepted protocol joins
streaming ACN (PLASA E1.31) and HTTP GET
commands as IP-based controls for RPC remote
controlled power panels. RPC panels also accept
RS-232 serial, DMX-512 and contact closures as
control inputs, offering a very flexible self-contained
platform for power control applications.
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By Guangzhou Chai Yi Light Co., Ltd
www.fineart-light.com
Lighting fixture company Fine Art
unveiled a 3-in-1 beam spot wash that
features a rotating gobo wheel and
Osram Sirius HRI 440W. The FINE 440
BSW also boasts a CMY color mixing
system, fixed gobo wheel (with 18 gobos
+ white light), a self-rotating 8-facet
prism, bidirectional rotation, animation
wheel and 1 4-facet gradient lens.
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Razer launches
new keyboard
switch for iPad
Pro case

By Razer
www.razerzone.com
Razer, a world leader in connected devices and software for gamers,
has introduced the Razer Ultra-Low-Profile Mechanical Switch to
work with the Razer Mechanical Keyboard Case for the Apple® iPad
Pro.
Each Razer Ultra-Low-Profile Mechanical switch features a true
actuation and reset point. Presses are registered with 70 grams of
force, mimicking the feel of full-size mechanical keyboards in a form
factor that’s slim enough to accompany a mobile device.
Razer invested in its own exclusive keyboard switch production lines
earlier this year to raise the bar on keyboard and keypad durability
and performance. The investment into switch research and design
by Razer led to new keyboard technology that made the thin design
of the Razer Ultra-Low-Profile Mechanical Switch possible. This also
helped standard Razer Mechanical Switches improve durability with
an industry-best 80 million keystroke lifespan.
“We’re commonly thought of as a company that makes phenomenal
products for gamers, but to design the very best products, we’ve
had to innovate from the ground up – even from each individual
component such as mechanical switches,” says Min-Liang Tan, Razer
co-founder and CEO. “We’re excited about the potential of our UltraLow-Profile Mechanical Switch and look forward to exploring other
applications in addition to the mechanical keyboard we’ve designed
for the iPad Pro.”
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World’s first
25,000-lumen
3LCD laser
projector

By Epson
www.epson.com
Epson has launched the EB-L25000U laser projector – the world’s first 3LCD
projector with 25,000 lumens of white and colour brightness. The EB-L25000U
is also the first to include inorganic 3LCD panels with a laser light source and an
inorganic phosphor wheel.
The inorganic materials have superior light and heat resistance and when combined
in a laser projector, they result in bright, vibrant images for extremely long periods.
Users are able to use 24/7 for 20,000 hours of operation before the brightness starts
to decrease.
The EB-L25000U features advanced technology and offers customers outstanding
image quality, reliability and flexibility.
The EB-L25000U boasts WUXGA native resolution. Users can project 4K enhanced
resolutions in confident colours with the intuitive colour correction systems that
compensate uneven colour and brightness. Thanks to Epson’s 4K Enhancement
Technology, pixels can be shifted diagonally by 0.5 pixels to double the resolution
and achieve crisp, high-definition images.
In addition to offering advanced colour adjustments, the EB-L25000U allows users
to further improve image quality with Epson’s Super-Resolution technology. This
technology provides rich textures for further improvements in the projected image.
Epson’s lineup of 3LCD laser projectors is designed for every venue and application.
Designed for installation flexibility, the EB-L25000U is able to rotate and tilt 360
degrees in all directions. It comes with a wide array of motorized 4K compatible
lenses, which when paired with the 4K Enhancement feature, turns projected
images into a true-to-life, immersive experience.
The high efficiency filter in the EB-L25000U also doubles up as a smoke filter that
ensures the projector work perfectly in any event.
The EB-L25000U interface includes HDMI, HDBaseT, VGA and 3G-SDI thus ensuring
input flexibility. The projector also offers edge blending capabilities: the adjustment
of blanking width for oversized images, the ability to adjust vertical and/or
horizontal distortion when images are projected onto a curved surface or corner
wall, auto-scaling of images from multiple projectors and split screen capabilities of
projecting two images with one projector.
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Card Number:

Expiry Date:

Name of Card Holder:

Signature:

Oct - Dec

Jan-Mar

Prolight + Sound Shanghai

Integrated Systems Europe

Shanghai New International Expo Centre,
Shanghai, China
www.prolightsound-shanghai.com

Amsterdam RAI Exhibition and Convention Centre,
Amsterdam, Netherlands
www.iseurope.org

OCTOBER 26 - 29

FEBRUARY 7 - 10

Visual Asia Expo
NOVEMBER 3 - 4

Suntec Convention & Exhibition Centre,
Singapore
www.visualasiaexpo.com
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